
Jawai Leopard Camp 
Leopards and Shepherds

What is it?  

“Jawai is not camping as we know it - this is camping that’s 
cool for cats!” - Brides Magazine. 

In the lap of the former kingdoms of Mewar, Jawai Leopard 
Camp, India’s one of the redefined lavish stay in the ancient 
hills of Jawai (Rajasthan) in northwest India, where locals and 
big cats have peacefully coexisted for centuries like nowhere 
else in the world. It represents a style that combines subtle 
opulence with abundant adventure yet preserving nature 
without compromising comfort.  

The camp lies minutes upstream from Jawai Bandh, one of 
the largest water reservoirs in Western Rajasthan and attracts 
an impressive array of migratory birds and the Sarus Crane. 

The Camp comprises 10 luxurious tented suites with ensuite 
bathrooms and private sit-outs. 

Why to visit?  

Jawai is a perfect harmony of locals and leopards.  

A stay here means avoiding both the crowds and the unwieldy 
regulations of India’s wildlife reserves. 

In Jawai, the Red-Turbaned Rabari herdsman who have shared 
this land with wildlife for centuries endorse the organic and 
continuing link between local culture and wildlife.   

Come and meet them and even experience their way of life.  

Jawai also offers a fine dining experience you ever though 
about; breakfast in the bush and picnics in the wild, luncheons 
by the lakes and embracing dinners under an unending sky.  



What to do? 

• Embark on a drive accompanied by your guide in a 4x4 
Jeep, which will take you to the mysterious felines that 
grace these hills.  

• Take a gentle walk through an open breezy expanse of 
land near the lake viewing migratory birdlife and 
crocodiles.  

• Off-road cycling expeditions allow you to explore this 
beautiful landscape outside the confines of a Jeep.  

• Temple Trails, Rural excursions or ramble in the greater 
Jawai area to relax and tune those muscles tired by long 
hours spent on train, plane or car.  

• Unwind and relax yourself at the Spa which is at an 
idyllic location with dramatic views. 

Not to be missed -  

• Skip your Jeep ride on either in the morning or evening 
and enjoy a walk with Rabari herdsman along with an 
expert guide.  

• Excursion to Kumbhalgarh & Ranakpur (90 minutes and 60 
minutes respectively) with packed lunch.  

• Sunset Vintage Jeep Ride - A colonial breezy ride in a 
vintage Jeep through a very special part of Jawai. 

• Try Rajasthani traditional food made by the fresh produce 
from their organic garden.  

• Enjoy delicious buffet style salads and fresh pasta or fish 
procured from local fishermen, cooked right in front of 
you in their live kitchen.  



When to visit? 

The camp is not in the operation between May to 
August. The best time to visit here is between October 
to March.  

How to get there?  

By Air: There are regular flights from Delhi and 
Mumbai to Udaipur and Jodhpur. 

By Road: Udaipur to Jawai (140 Kms) & Jodhpur to 
Jawai (160 Kms). 

By Charter flights: Jaipur-Sirohi, Udaipur-Sirohi, 
Jodhpur-Sirohi 

Transfer from Sirohi airport to Jawai Leopard Camp (45 
minutes).  

OR 

By Helicopter: Land at Bera from Jaipur, Udaipur or 
Jodhpur. Then drive to Jawai Leopard Camp (30 
minutes) 


